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Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 1-3 years

Type: Full time
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Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
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Job ID: HRC0702968
www.infineon.com/jobs

Senior Engineer Master Data Management

Job description
In your new role you will: 

Responsible for PBOM maintenance and migration activity in SAP PIO BMS for 
one SAP FE rolled-out sites.

Be the technical Expert for PBOM and maintaining existing PBOM in One SAP PIO.

Analyzing PBOM process in Process Mining and documenting PBOM FE Process 
Flow, Business Process and training material.

Profile
One SAP BOM is just newly introduced for FE. PBOM maintainer need to understand the 
logic of data migration, analyses the data transformation is correctly performed. The 
job complexity is need to deal with all BOM related departments like PI, Purchasing, 
MRP, Quality, product master data and material master data to define the scope of 
data and also perform data validation 
This job also required excellence communication skill as part of daily task is to support 
all FE One SAP BOM.

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

Degree in Computer science, Electronic/Electrical engineering, Manufacturing 
engineering, Data Science , Business Administration, Economics or Industrial 
Engineering.

Last CGPA 3.00 and above.

Data analytical skills such as SQL, Python, R programming and SAP system are 
added advantage.

Good in MS-office application, Excel Macro VBA.

Good proficiency in English communication.

Why Us
 Driving decarbonization and digitalization. Together.

Infineon designs, develops, manufactures, and markets a broad range of 
semiconductors and semiconductor-based solutions, focusing on key markets in the 
automotive, industrial, and consumer sectors. Its products range from standard 
components to special components for digital, analog, and mixed-signal applications 
to customer-specific solutions together with the appropriate software. 

We are on a journey to create the best Infineon for everyone. 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


We are on a journey to create the best Infineon for everyone. 
This means we embrace diversity and inclusion and welcome everyone for who they 
are. At Infineon, we offer a working environment characterized by trust, openness, 
respect and tolerance and are committed to give all applicants and employees equal 
opportunities. We base our recruiting decisions on the applicant´s experience and 
skills. 
Please let your recruiter know if they need to pay special attention to something in 
order to enable your participation in the interview process.
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